Matthew Weiss
Daphne and Apollo
	In the beginning in the middle of the timespace interchange there was a concert and at the most dramatic ambiguous moment in the music while the strobe lights were flashing--there was Apollo chasing Daphne the nymph of time. In the midst of the audience there was a concrete pillar and atop it were two lengths of railroad crossing each other centrally, and they spun around like fan blades churning up the air. A flash! Out of the musicians crowded onstage Daphne white trails comes rushing, steps fleeing onto a railroad arm just as it grazes the edge of the stage, Daphne, but--
	Apollo longing mushrooms behind her.
	In the next moment they are both swung, spiraling towards the center as the two tracks interchange. Apollo chasing Daphne, their midair steps pulsing into visibility with the strobe light. He space. She time. He reaches for her fluttering as they near the center. Near near near you think it’s an error of the strobe, but no--in each flash--he grazes her elbow as she reaches up her bare underarm, as if from a runway trying to take off. 
	Do you see her stretching ever slower ever stronger grow bark?
	She became slow for him, to escape. So he protected her and watered her, taking the laurel and crowning men to keep their heads bowed. He space speeding towards time, she time slowing for space. Ever closer to the center, spinning so fast they form a flowing pillar a fountain crowning the concrete below them. The winds churn the crowd. The strobes get faster and faster; the lovers seem to touch; the flashing comes at such a pace everything to the surrounding brains becomes impossible to see; the music becomes a disjointed roar; beating shimmering then at the moment of death--!
	The flood lights bang on; golden silence reigns in the form of hushed high notes. The audience is chilled with the effect of cool water vapor flooding the interstitial airways packaged in winged white blood cells. Cool dopamine. Everyone’s eyes are frozen upwards. Not a soul moves in the hall. Illuminated gently by blue grey light. And from above the sink floats a tiny gold monad--the smallest dust mote.
	I saw her face in the middle of the timespace interchange.
	A dust mote fell in the kitchen where the wet air rearranged me.
	I reached for the mote but it fled away. Disappeared by my hand through the air. But it was only hiding over the sink. Soon it floated back into view. A single point of light. I reached up and batted at it without a thought. Still sizzling like when you pour water on coals and ashes.
	I fell and later sometime later I saw the golden monad. And although it was night, there was light coming through the windows. Although they heard me fall, sitting on my couch, in my bed sleeping for the night...

	Dream I kept seeing the ceiling above me as the interior of my bathroom and didn’t know whether to lift my head leaning against the wall or lift my head up from the pillow. This was in the context of wandering through the forest trying to get back to my apartment. Seeing such shapes I fell asleep or woke up in an airplane driving along a highway which is interrupted by a million birds flying low and close the opposite way. The sun is in detail a mountain I saw in Portland. 
	And over it all: every memory the memory of a certain illumination of a scene by the sun! 
	Astonishing!
	Last night spent writing weeping pleasurably painful on my bed playing the lyre playing to stop that same ceiling from spinning awash and at the mercy of a sea of my own memories all so beautiful--I had experienced such beautiful things!--and I wept and wept and my face a rictus arched back and breathed in and out and in and wept again--
	Perhaps because I’d been tarrying in the spell fields all day--
	in the clearings where they grow things. 
	Earlier while spelling I saw over their two faces the walls of their house loom towards me and aspects of the door decoration and wall shadow become poses struck by monumental trees caught in the act of just falling over just. I was thinking: I believe them, but-- Such close quarters so long in a sealed room I think I’ve revealed myself like they probably know more about me than even I know. And this closeness! Their personalities seem to be composed along the dimensions of other personalities I’ve known. Their closeness is that of an amalgam of old closeness. Went home that day feeling disembodied.
	Hard to be me 
	memories of the good
	we call virtues
	reminding us
	important things.
	Remember it only ever seems like you can’t. Remember the eternal city conveyor belts leaving you by the big marble walls with very green grass below and a lion above. Heralds of the bridge on a cool night. Never sit always move.
	Daphne was keeping a record of all this. 
	Feeling it all once again, that possibilities could be limited, but that gods can have no limitations. They didn’t understand what I was saying about the cosmic man. They thought it meant I wasn’t interested in men any more. Remember the way all of life is one and must be one! Remembering her looking at him with vulgar eyes.
	I’ve never had trouble getting boys before, she’d said in Daphne’s hearing, Daphne who wrote,
	How can I explain the necessity for me of the dignity of the man?
	He has to work somewhere! Off on his own.
	In bed and weeping casting my mind over the past of walking and trees and aloneness and clouds and sun and railroad tracks and recycling centers hidden in trees and houses and stars and gravity and the stroboscope of the leaves too quick to process in the green chair. And a pure happiness devoid of that braid of hell that traps us in bodies engaged in politics. Sweet summers, the scale of cities, cherry blossoms--these are more than any man for me! Any man, that is.
	Daphne chuckled to herself.
	This world is so much larger so diverse and varied and to see it all as men and women marking each other marking by watching each other marking by watching--My possibilities are unlimited! To perceive beauty is enough and more delightful. One shouldn’t always skip so quickly to climax. The mental amalgam alone must be given time to grow or die before...
	Dad understood.

	What if there are two worlds, forward world and reverse world. Our wounds are just where the two worlds are intersecting. Everyone is being pulled slowly into reverse world until they pass. Maybe the journey through the fissure is the terribly despairing part when you can achieve detachment. You can rise above it and release a bubble across the membrane. Kill a bit of yourself to know. It flows into the other world. Ugliness and beauty both are shapes made by coupling in the decision fissure. Horror not horror. Suspicion and not suspicion. Your ends are progressively reconstructed so that you live next life as the being who made it through. Or if you can’t achieve detachment, then you lose your I when you pass through. If you keep your I you don’t have to do it again, until you possibly lose it. This makes sense. You have to pass over the membrane, however, you know that now. And you have to bring everything everything with it.
	Is this all just time before the storm before the transfer moving by going into debt to the next world and bouncing back and forth? The idea is to buzz buzz buzz over millennia between both worlds until you exist as a timespace entity circulating between both simultaneously. Then you are a timeless 4d creature. 

	Daphne was also known as Lucretia. LCRT were her bones. Her other name was Aurelia or Aurecoma which means golden hair. She walked out of a greek textbook. It had a cover with a design like on an urn, a man sitting on a chair, and some congruence of lines made him look for all the world like he had a laptop on his lap.
	Apollo first meets Daphne at greek summer class.
	We pretended to learn the rules for pitch accents.
	Marveling at the economy of the middle voice.
	Apollo can barely remember the words she said.
	In Albion she becomes dark and white and red. He writhes on the bed.
	Returns as Apollo having sex in nature.
	We’d go out and it’s Apollo having sex with all the lady animals like gods sometimes do chickens or cows or coyotes or dolphins or sometimes even like humans...
	It was a beautiful time and nature dripped with dew.	
	They would be out in the early morning, that was a big difference.
	Lucretia jumps out of the darkness onto the stage, but with Daphne’s fuller features...
	But how does Daphne first meet Apollo?
	Ambiguity missed kiss. On the last day of class as they are about to be dragged meitotically from east to west, he in the midst of a crowd beholding her, puts his detachment aside and goes in for one last kiss, maybe on a cheek, he thinks--but at the last moment she turns her head and he’s flying into the space above her shoulder. 
	Her mother was watching. His Olympic family there too.

	Daphne likes to go wander in the woods. She just goes out and walks around in circles there. She has expectations. A sense of steely renewal when damp branches everywhere lean on the morning after a storm. The turkeys who walk from the lawn into the thicket announce their march by untutored murmurs. Panic and fear come when, sitting on a log reading a book, a man comes and sits on another log; and when I look up he’s left, and I realize that probably happened a while ago. There's a spider and a leaf dangling on a thread. The first few days of falling leaves are tumultuous and complicated to look at. The trees keep time with their leaves, but even that fades into the background. 
	Holly hugs the path ahead. Another tree lightning of bark cast upwards at an angle still has green leaves born of flashes where the force driving the flower meets the ground. It creates an invisible headspace that is about the height of a man. From within the tree you can see the gates, wood gates, covered over in tall growth. Holding the gate open is a bronze cup, very weathered, and in it is the head of a young boy made in stone, a sculptural head sitting in the cup. A small leaf is covering half the boy's mouth and a few grace his hair. 
	The plant community is confined to its bed and arranged so that the tallest are with the tallest and the lowest are with the lowest, looking like so much biological sludge spilling at titanically slow speeds over the brick path. There are two basins in the midst of the wave: one has a single plant in it, small and yellowed, and the other has a clear surface of water. There is such a build up of material, the earth sheds itself of luxury when the fall is wet! Comforting, insulating--like an indoor dry winter--a fort, a labyrinth and a fort, made of the wet spell fields of the engulfing plants. Blankets hang down from the walls, and couch pillows bulge out into the little corridor through which you squeeze yourself.
	There was a brick patio and moss was growing out of the brick; and the moss had taken on a little of the red; and the bricks had taken on a little of the green; and there was a curve of earth, and then a large square pillar made up of thin slates placed one atop the other, and then a single stair, and then another pillar, and a curving wall that organizes the earth even as it leaves heaven wide open in its airy Greek lowness. Large jagged pieces of stone have large clumps of very green grasses growing between them which form the signature of some number. They surround a square pool of water, with a curve at each vertex. Leaves lie on the water. 
	There is a cat shivering in excitement in a garden where leaves have fallen; the cat is eating the leaves on plants and digs a hole in front of them, reaching his paws deep into the soil. He goes from the plant to the hole.

	It is exhausting to look and write. Daphne.
	We didn’t have to deal with the small stuff until you brought it up. But one doctrine to be believed holds that we can perceive all things, and that the molecular small world which tears me apart is contained in the possibility of my whole being. It is part of the picture not picture ambiguity of the tritone fissures that we pass through.
	We have to somehow meet the demands of mortality and immortality both. 
	All possible paths are overlaid and the treescape shifts and rises and falls and the route nature takes is the one that corresponds to most possibilities, most ambiguities.
	But isn’t that obvious? It’s sort of like least ambiguous since if nature appeared more often where he doesn’t usually appear then it would be harder to tell one part of him apart!
	What if when you first looked at him lots of low probability things happened. Just to throw you off. And sure, you would have to wait comparatively longer for all the high frequency stuff to balance out in the end, but the math works out. Although you know that in the asymptotic future there will be high frequency high probability, can you ever shake those expectations of the rare? Even now there are long stretches of them! As if designed to keep the world of low probability and high probability maximally ambiguous creating the suspense tritone heartstrings.
	Possibilities come to us in the order of their difficulty in the test. This is the sense of time. Why this order? Because to keep it this normal yet rare is the greatest challenge. Nature who works by least action most difficulty principle the inverse double tritone secret!
	You have all of infinity to even out boys.
	Linger.
	It is weirder that after everything being true the world as we knew it is returned back to us polished.

	Apollo had been walking out and peeing on the neighbor’s property without realizing it. 
	I honestly didn’t even think, 
	Are they okay with that? 
	Imagine if it wasn’t okay by default!
	Could I be working against myself? Will some group use my habits and ambitions against me?
	Returning from the woods, he was a block away from his apartment. He had been thinking about what he was going to do later. He had come to peace with the trees. He was illuminating them from above. He was stuffed full of chickpeas, warm. He had been eating a lot while running. But now he was resting. He was taking pictures.
	What if nature just does whatever it can get away with before anyone notices?
	If you go into debt, you pump extra time into the system. You could conquer the world before your bill came due. So leasing from the sun, the tree like the hardiest torso had a woman’s legs with her knees bent growing upside down on top of it. The farthest branches seemed to reach a mile away and form a spacious dome. He was walking in the golden light down the hallway from tree to tree. 
	Ah but nothing could top this! he said. Totally reconciled.
	Then he saw his house and started in on the crosswalk.
	But halfway he looked down. 
	Is that a little bird? he asked. There was an irregular lump in the road by the curb. It was pretty big for a bird. It fluttered. He took a step. He could see over it now. 
	That little bird looks like a garland all curled up and ruffled there. 
	It was a garland. 
	And without missing a beat he swooped down and plucked it from the ground and put it in his basket.
	Twenty minutes later he was out again this time with the garland. He called his friend. Do you remember that time when you were out looking for garlands all day and then you came home dejected and there was a garland just lying in the stairwell outside your door? Well that just happened to me! I can already feel her.
	It was a freebie.
	He walked by the church and over to the park. Not many children were playing but there were pairs of adults walking throughout. His voice had dried up so he put in his earbuds. He wanted to sing. But the white cords were all tangled up. The road was getting longer and it was unbelievably hot. 
	And perhaps because the road was getting longer, which only meant his time was getting shorter, he had the distinct impression of being chased. The woods which seemed to welcome him before were now marking blindly the progress of his flight.
As soon as he made back home he stripped naked in the hot darkness of the apartment.
He was only wearing the garland around his neck. 
	And lying prone on his bed, he was thinking maybe he should take off the garland too.
	What if it was a plant? he asked. They’d break down my door to find me with it. Any of them could have given me up. Assume the worst. They gather us here in the forest. The arrow of the cupidon was a diversion. We’re being harvested. Worse fear than being hunted.
	There’s people who listen to every word. Somehow the air carries them all. For the air blindly hates the words and so bears them easily. They could take you from your door.
	They monitor us by teaching us spells which have the power of calling them down when we speak them. Wherever you are, merely intone them and the air will carry them to the ear of the adepts and an emissary from the spellking will show up shortly with your salvation or destruction. The trick was always to call for self destruction and then scurry away so that the wrath coming down would embroil the people in the clearing where a second ago you once were.
	But maybe we are all immortal, not just gods. And all this politics is just chump change silliness among confused monads, their crime of attachment. 
	All spinning highest and lowest all poison. Do we get dizzy because heights or attain heights because dizzy?
	Everything as poison for a while perfidious. 
	Then the lesson poison not poison.
	When you don't realize you’re close to home.
	Feel strokes of attention on your face; the muscles haven't settled down; memories written in the tensions.
	Your body as the body of a peaceful god respecting his inner subjects.
	There is no probability and only possibility, but one possibility is that there is probability, and this is the time space twist.
	Powerful we measure ourselves. In the new awakening, we see possibilities canceled out to give probabilities, but different ones. The most probable being the most normal, the easiest joy after sorrow. 
	In such a state Apollo picks up the lyre and makes forms so as to feel certainly not retarded, mortal. That if I can make such art! Then the lyrist singing his circulating song modulates his pulse so as to survive and fly through the fissure by showing himself in his own complexity. We don’t doubt the I. It flies through. In the new organization, wounds are healed, recontextualized as part of a new system of exchange across the membrane to the dark world.
	We survive when we are incarnate. No illusion of time passing here.

	Daphne likes to go wander in the woods. She likes to look at things and describe them. It turns out that Apollo is chasing her. He goes wandering into the woods in pursuit. He keeps trying to zoom in on her and is continually rebuffed.
	Originally she was looking at nature. Now she feels like Apollo is watching her every look. In every foot fall. Eventually she begins to spy on him in order to spoil his plans. In the meantime Apollo has become so attentive to watching nature that he’s really started to enjoy it. He’s practically seeing traces of her in all the trees. He acts accordingly and starts to use nature to his advantage. Now when Daphne looks into nature she sees her worst fear: Apollo’s deceiving her about how nature is in order to draw her in. She tries to confuse, misdirect; he in turn echoes the same. 
	At length, however, she is convinced the woods want him to find her so harmoniously does he fit into the scheme, so effortlessly do the ambiguities and traps he throws up echo those she has always known were in the sound of the whistling leaves. Forthwith he vanishes and Daphne is left all alone with her lower lip. 
	Symmetrically Apollo also stands looking at the trees, confused. Was that himself that he saw there? 
	In solitary love now she chases him, he unknowingly fleeing in order to escape his nature. After all he wants to see her in the woods, not himself! Just to distinguish Daphne from Daphne’s interference, Apollo unknowingly flees her, trying to damp one signal and amplify another. This ripples out and makes Daphne think she’s running towards herself!
	The woods fold in on themselves prefiguratively.
	She running towards herself, he running towards himself. 
	They flux into a mirror laser and set the woods aflame.
	Fire is just feedback, flame higher time frequencies expressed. The atmosphere ignites to measure the amount of interchange between their separated linked worlds stressed by neither being together nor apart.
	At what point does it stop?
	Or because it is known not to stop, the interchange collapses in on itself and becomes a black hole. And there is a postage stamp back lit of Daphne and Apollo that’s drawing us ever closer to its voracious ambiguity. When time saw space and space saw time, they couldn’t remember which was which. You drive towards it.
	A couple embraces on the overpass.
	Birds erupt from a forest beside the highway.
	The tub of storms is stirred--
	then the sun appears out the corner of the right eye.
	Once you’ve discovered the postage stamp with Daphne and Apollo on it, you can either feel it pulling you up or pushing you down. Daphne and Apollo perceive us as the minuscule stars and we them.
	Daphne and Apollo both feel the tug of the miniscule. 
	They feel it like a third party. But deep down they think the very small has got to be themselves since that is most ambiguous. So they become like us, and we under the same confusion, become like them, until the interchange becomes so intense we ignite and collapse and live on looking and being looked at for eternity. Time has been replaced by a hierarchy of who is collapsed inside whom and who sees whom giving birth. 
	It happened in one of us.
	The interlocking of Daphne and Apollo snaps into place a child.
	At the moment of their collapse, great energy and matter explode off the event horizon and interlocked tell the story of what occurred inside. Daphne still chases Apollo on the surface, ever fainter.
	Don’t you know who I am? he asked.
	I am Apollo I killed the snake. I sit cross legged in the woods alone. Don’t you know who I am?
	He wants me to sing his song of praise. That’s why he made the lyre strings so.

	There was a couch and there were a bunch of kids playing on the couch and one girl comes in.
	Ready and rearin' to go! 
	You hear the children talking.
	This is actually what we should do.
	But we gotta be on the same team, okay? 
	You don't want to be part of the team?
	Okay well alright yeah so let's do it. 
	We all look out for each other.
	We help each other out. 
	Hey let's look at places to go!
	Okay!
	Hunting, sitting at the dining room table. 
	Hey what do you think of this? 
	Sure, sure. Yeah!
	We think about it. 
	Well this is what our team has decided.
	No what was it like?
	He could tell she was angry and she didn't know how to show it, so leaning down and coming close to her shoulder, he asks her,
	Hey Daphne, don't you just want to--punch somebody sometimes?
	And she says real slowly,
	y	e	a	h! 
	Later the fire begins to crackle, and they go to investigate. Clearly he’d been trying to get the fire started for a very long time, and now at last he was throwing his little pieces of wood into the blaze, and staring into it, and he was thinking,
	It's never been anything other than fire... 
	He was trying to bring together the fire with the old windows and the gray sky in them and the couch that was spelled to fold you into sleep. Everyone in their little island of light, the draft through the kitchen doors, and someone would say something, someone would kick someone, someone would yell, or just snuggle off to sleep. 

	Daphne picks flowers not seeing them because always listening to creeping in the woods crowds of people behind the trees creaking her name the false name that was given to her, an evil spell to catch her by that her mother taught to everyone at the time of her birth.
	She’d gather them around and feed them and teach them the spell syllable by syllable.
	Lu cre tia.
	But a spell isn’t a noun but a verb. Lucretia was a code, the code for a spell, which was the motion of her pupils shrinking down to the tiniest dots impressed in the white elongated surface of her eyes. She would become helpless. The name had the power over her so that when cast right in an echo of the original intonation it was the code that made her reboot.
	It was her mother’s voice telling her to come in from the woods where she went out to look. She’d call from the porch in the middle of the field across the caterpillars climbing above the hot green hairs. But Daphne could hear it even in the heart of the woods where all tunnel paths are echoing interfering into each other. 
	And now the question for her would become, 
	What symbol garland will be the last? 
	The one tipping the balance of indecision, raising the water level that much higher and unambiguously. Then she’d have to turn back and enter into the dark mood of resignation, at first sorrow confusion.
	Lu cre tia.
	She’d hear the name at last spoken by the fall of a long desiccate vine that for as long as she remembered had been hanging to eye level at the mouth of the forest gate, from somewhere up high in the branches.
	Then the woods would shrink down to miniscule. Hearing the spell shake her jaw, she’d snap to attention.
	Once in the beginning she was beaten helpless and her forest pummeled by spells caught aflame so rapidly was she spinning. The tornado of righteousness burst out the windows of her house shattering glass on the lawn.
	But the flames died down collapsing inward as oxygen pockets in turbulent fire become scare. The fire was asphyxiating itself. And helpless smoking she allowed herself to be led back to her room by the exhausted arms of her mother. I’ll just have to do it. I’ll just have to. Her mother calling in contractors to start to think about developing these few acres. 
	Burn forest is also included in Lucretia. I have to burn it. 
	She went around seeing her arms numbly driven to kindling dry grasses. 
	When you throw a temper tantrum you exhaust the reserves of your dignity and destitute turn inexorably to the nearest source of nutrient light. She had to trust to the air who knew her sins and yet tormented her. 
	I can only trust that you meant something by it, something good--after all. 
	And if I awake to see your face I am glad; and if I don’t wake, then I did all I could with my love in store.
	Trusting to the air her dot like eyes roll up and face going comically slack she collapses. Comically because so genuine though with the barest hestitation. You could hear the last twig snapping, the final membrane burst, and a tunneling into the fissure of the most basic ambiguity. In a moment she’d recognized the end and said, 
	If I can’t tell the difference between my time is come and not then I can only trust that you do. 
	She recognizes it, accepts it and throws on her beatitude like a shield raised at the last moment, a thin shield gift of pain that glistened over her like anointment, so the buzzer who collects souls that bee who hums in with a basket of its own can collect her belongings.
	Oh I know what it’s like to be beat I mean real beat like exhausted.
	It never got to that point. She grew up and got a grant to live in the woods. She had time to look, and that’s a few months later when she started feinting with Apollo.

	What is it that we do when we are alone?
	Daphne writes.
	That’s the big question that a curious person and a fearful person are always asking.
	There was a school behind her. She was overlooking a modest grassy canyon full of swelling crisscrossing ridges. A few people were walking their dogs in the absolute distance. 
	The sun! Daphne writes. Lying belly down on the hill the reverse way. Well lit families of plant fuzz seed heads below you. Your face low to the ground. From thin green stalks frozen caterpillars are trying to wiggle their way into the golden sky. A prophecy. When the caterpillar is in motion it’s always wriggling to the top and growing out of itself leaving a slow timespace cellulose trail. 
	She puts her pen down, then picks it up again.
	Frozen caterpillars growing straight up and caterpillars who can move x and y and not just z in a thin line. The other two dimensions are fixed at some level so the z can express eternity.
	The bugs emit an electric buzz that interferes with your frame rate so you find yourself pausing more and staring off towards the bevy of sounds from the lower part of the hill hovering and roiling above the grass tops.
	Could you get there by just describing?
	From looking at the hill being present to the next thing that broils out of it.
	If you close your eyes or look inward oriented down the hill feeling the acceleration of the timewarp, you can perceive it not as pulling you down the hill but like you are oriented upward like are being pulled up.
	You are falling downward on the surface of the hill but you can perceive its symmetrical mirror image: dragged up an incline. These caterpillars chew downward from the top of the stalk.
	You always write in bubbles! thinks Daphne.
	Raised feet. The blood flows to the head balancing you out. So that you get level. But the perception is ambiguous. Do we measure it by the hill gradient, more at the feet, less at the head, or by the blood gradient, more at the head, less at the feet? Well oxygenated you get uplift.
	Do caterpillars not crowd a stalk when the shadow of a brother or sister falls upon them?
	Caterpillar eating caterpillar plant. Feeding on itself across a time barrier. Separation from its brother in form. We eat the membrane of time. Crawl across it. Clear the scales. Osmosis. All boundaries broken and equalized by minuscule tunnels. This is the actual theory of time. 
	The rushing across the boundary is the passing of time in which full empty turns into half half maximally ambiguous, each a full in itself but one with a twin. Unable to be told apart, one thing.
	Connect a glass half empty to a glass half full. They will in time become maximally indistinguishable although what you do to one affects the other. But there is the barrier the membrane tunnel between them. An extra moment of time is added to the equation. The ambiguous state takes twice as long to process.
	You can imagine this allow for opportunities to make interesting adjustments in the higher regions.
	Just be matter of fact.
	Even standing there we can feel what normally is felt as pushing down as pushing us up. This will have psychological effects. The optical illusion. So some of us walk heavy and some people’s feet barely brush the surface. 
	Even my glasses fallen on stiff grass hover uneasily over the dirt.
	Who put the caterpillars on the tips of the grasses? What an idea. Oh it was a trick of Persephone’s when she was a young girl before Hades stole her away. She spun out on her loom--she works indoors now--the stalks and the caterpillars. And laid them on the roots as symbols of her future departure.
	Motion when one is still attentive rocks our whole watery surface. Even a still surface still trembles only at higher frequencies. Basins connected by copper tubing.
	The complicated grass by the notebook can’t be processed fast enough. Too shimmering like leaves fluttering behind and in front of each other. Blocky patterns clumps of grass form each toiling in possible motions. But it’s like one chunk has been duplicated and tiled across the vision. The tiles are constantly updating and group together to trace out a dozen clumps with shared characteristics, the ant clumps or the clumps with shavings of rock. The only clear things are in the hole in the very center of the vision where focus is. All the rest comes in much more slowly and so jitters and wiggles—even now the words on the opposite page are shimmering.
	In times of stress the episode is so discordant that things get out of sync--some details racing ahead of others others lagging behind. Attention rains on the difference. So the moment gets wider even as it contracts. 
	Throughout this writing continuously with my words.
	If I spoke to you long enough I could make you pay such close attention that only a silver dollar window that contains the word and the center of the page would be clear. The whole rest of your sphere would shimmer undetermined, even wink out. You read without reading your body disappearing without you noticing. Everything then is truly invisible to you. If I speak in just the right way. 
	I drew you through the fissure safety, painless surgery.
	Smell of decaying flesh in the forest. Like, 
	Be wary.
	This is where they come to feed.
	Is this a path I’m following or a frozen mud stream? I walk up into where the stream flew down the path. The wake is this bamboo and stalks like feathers. Really mudcaked left the hill. Now looking for a gate out of here...

	Could this even be the end, ambiguity ringing in my ears?
	Is this the sign of the final test, so I’ll know to marshal all the powers I have and save us? 
	I have these powers.
	I know you just told me that stuff to protect me against other people’s spells maybe. And a spell is just a way people have of forcing people to go against their will, a kind of hypnosis. You hypnotize someone to protect them. The effort it took to cause a pain is still something to hold on to.
	I’m imagining they go among the people fighting and spell them make them drop their anger. They lead them off by the thing which is spelled spell. Remember when your attention span was really huge and a single word could occupy your thoughts for hours on end? The ones whom the words beat. What happened was the ones who learned the art of spelling first beat the other ones, intoning a word each time. So that when called upon later, they’d be receptive.
	But once everyone got inoculated with spelling great art seemed to arise out of nowhere. The capriciousness of the air was amplified and took control of arms and legs and hands and feet and from them drew forth wonders the more wonderful each time. I have discovered, Daphne wrote,
	The scale of monuments corresponds to the speed of reading modulated by the attendant artful flowering that surrounds new difficulties.
	You get better at reading the air, distinguishing not just the voices that come from different mouths, but the voices that come from the same mouth. Could the solution to the problem be, 
	so Daphne thinks, studying her verb chart, 
	that what we call tone can be subdivided into some number of distinct human voices, elemental attitudes we adopt. And each tone is literally just instructions on different ways to modulate the throat to bring out certain harmonics in the speech. So we record all sorts of different people and break the voices down. Say it breaks down to twelve bundles of frequency statistics... and people tend to switch between two or three during the day, some rare souls speak with one, and a few of us are constantly blaring on all twelve...
	That is what Daphne’s thinking. 
	Anyway this is why it’s hard to figure out tone from written texts because it literally isn’t in the words! Rather the words are a cue for adopting a certain voice a certain flexing of the neck muscles a posture that you adopt while reading. 	
	This, Daphne thought as she was putting her notebook away. An interesting discovery about tone if it were to be discovered! 
	I’ll have to keep a look out for natural examples! 
	Get this in the wild!
	She was tough with herself though. 
	I could probably do it myself... 
	Ah mm.
	So her mind was drifting off as she walked back inside from the forest overlook for the bathroom.
	If I did... I think people would really be interested in this work. I don’t want to name names mother. Like thank you god for this. Thank you, I couldn’t have done it alone. No but really I think you’re doing great work. 
	It is good when the forces over the shoulders ring the ears loosen the throat even the chest speak words of encouragement. Back in my day people got tapes they’d play to their kids of words of encouragement. 
	The hope was some off chance might activate current to the recording upstairs.
	Or else light would have to come clean through a hallway--
	carpet oak and white walls 
	from the bedroom to the rec room 
	like an airplane hanger. 
	Doors massive skyscraper walls but so calm. 
	In the light cast by the setting sun through the windows over the door, 
	the sun setting beneath her best friend’s house going down over the green, 
	coming into this eternal hall of ancients who marked out by towering columns great rectangles and vanishing cubes, 
	this like when the road stretches on under the trees 
	the street lamps marking stadia, 
	the enormity of a porch to an infant, 
	the auditorium where pep songs turn into watery soup-- 
	in the light against those creamy walls in golden light a single stray pixel drifts in the upper left hand corner a little eyeball floater wiggling up near the inner eaves.

	In the beginning we all sat directing the dream and being directed. Then work began and we slept at night and worked during the day. Those who still sit don’t have to sleep. They sit and build their soul-ships. 
	Maybe they felt they had no trace of guilt keeping them hanging around. So generation by generation their numbers swell the number of people just waiting unchanging. We must learn to sit and wait for the show to start. Can’t you people just wait till the earth gets to where it’s going? All we can do is breathe until we get to where we’re going. Propagate your moment in time most stably and then sit and wait. Would people feel more inclined to sit on an ark? 
	Think of yourself in flood world. The earth is a ship. The time stretches on unknown interminably. There are no landmarks in sight only the stars. This becomes apparent when the ark disappears into the shadowy waters and we felt ourselves floating on the huge waters that make up the raft through the upward ocean. The one that is crystal clear. By measures of distortion, earth is loud and hard to hear; water is less so; air much less; and light in the dark the least. An effect of distance, of scale.
	What would you spend your time doing on the ark but using the seeds brought with you on the journey well prepared engage in generation or else merely grow--that is ascend--fall down the gradient--feeling it pulling not pushing. Being pulled down is the same as being pulled up somewhere. Something is dragging us towards it. Don’t you want to wait to see what it is?
	They want to make us forget we’re on a ship. Maybe they act out of some confusion. 
	We believe in the black hole time king.
	When we wake up he has provided us with a past which is himself in the future; he gives himself to us to eat. And on the stalk of the past we bud into the next moment. The z of the earth is also time for plants. Time starts at the fourth dimension only for plants that move in at least two other directions.
	Those who move and walk and sleep are free to roam in three directions. Those who can sleep and wake have new kinds of clarity. In the end perhaps those who sit motionless are those who have the deepest guilt, who must put in most effort to journey through the fissure. While we waking workers enjoy a certain privilege, unburdened enough to pay mind.
	A feeling turbid like I neglected it. I hadn’t sat. This is how it feels. 
	We can shine lights to things in the distance until they get close enough to touch them and bring them inside. Do you see howling life engulfing the universe? The roar when life is revealed not as a variable but as a function and the function is squished down to a variable and seen in one dimension. When we are really processing along one dimension, this is the same thing as speaking in code.
	The original game was to return home anyway, wasn’t it?
	So it weighs on your chest and you can fall towards it and simultaneously back away. Sometimes you can even feel weightless and you know that this is the show: we aren’t moving through the timespace ocean, the ocean is moving past us. On its back are all the pictures of things that drag us across a further ambiguity which is the next moment in time.

	A cool day smells nice outside a summer perfume that only comes out on green and grey days. Two weeks later a totally new person wondering at this place. See how green spurts on the sides of these houses between them. Above and below the dark sky is a symbol of their fatness, the invisible sun behind the clouds their strength. A dad and a daughter or maybe a couple both sort of slack jawed hunched necks with a flappy walk. The daughter smokes a cigarette. They walk to the 7/11.
	Daphne, do you remember the rain outside the overhang of the bathrooms at the park? The way the lampposts all moved in the parking lot at the medical center? Turning something now temporarily forgotten over and over again in your mind. Being very frank. Looking under your legs backwards at the moon. Running in scared at the wind where you crouched by the bench in the yard next door. Loping down the railroad tracks. Timedrifting into houses with porches. Watching the eyes of the houses, the sloe eyed ones with mini roofs over the windows. You were outside. You know what that means. The cold air in the winter, so very sweet. Big pockets to put things in, in your big coat.
	For months, preparing for the work. Consulting the charts, the good days and the bad, listening for the creak of the growing flowers, studying the rivulets of bark, tasting the sweet waters, clearing the ground, planting the future harvest, establishing an end for nature to quest towards, clearing a space for nature to enter and she would enter. Such were the preparations, and then one slips into a dream and in the dream-time scythes are collected up and they swing through the grass and the next morning bales dot the landscape. The past is redeemed and the sacrifice of time reciprocated. Then to do it all again, do it again without a summer, autumn, and winter to provide into the restorative waters! The aftermath. She was in the aftermath then. To do it once, to fulfill the end, and then this feeling, like one has to do it again. How can one avoid circling around? 
	She was sitting listening to a story. The story was about a mother whose daughter had been stolen from her, and she said a curse, and far away the culprits began to fall ill, fall into deep sleeps and they could not be awoken. She felt light headed. She tried to concentrate on the story, but as if without thinking, she got up from the chair. She got up and said something and went into the little kitchen, feeling like a surveyor going into the kitchen, noting the degrees of elevation of the different pieces of furniture. Increasingly light headed. She walked over to the drying rack which was on the counter. She tried to steady herself on the counter, but as she did she perceived that her vision was hurtling towards the drying rack as her hand was reaching out towards it; her whole vision began to break into shimmering atoms that broke free of the big hyperbolic rectangle through which she saw the world, and she felt like she was seeing things as if from slightly too far away, or as if she were trying to take in something with ever widening eyes that was also flying jaggedly towards her. Things were also hardened, sparse, like sand. 
	And then nothingness for an unknown period. Out of nowhere, a hiss. Artifacts in her eyes. Buzzing noise like rain in her ears. Something was settling down to sensible levels. As if too much energy had been flowing over her; a river had broken free of its bounds. She could just walk over the bridge which used to be covered up now. The storm was passing. The water was still sloshing over the wood, but she could just walk over it. She remembered thinking she was going to die. It took an eternity to die down. How long had she been lying on the floor? There was no lost moment. 
	But he told her she fell on the ground, or he heard her fall. She didn't remember that. She remembered: I'm just going to lie down now. Maybe she thought that to herself as she was falling, with a kind of dry wit whose self-consciousness was inaccessible to her. But when she came back, she was lying flat on her back, staring straight up, and thought that she had very much intended to be there with a great and powerful authority. She had the sense that she had seen innumerable things contained in the noise in her ears like the noise she saw in her eyes, swirling grit, grain amplified. 
	With a snap, calm had flown over her, drenching her in freshness, coldness, wetness on her skin, a wet silence in her ears, cold, calm, clammy. She was alive. She was looking up at the ceiling. Everything was intentional. To the left was the counter, the sink. And as she watched, from above the counter through the air above her floated like a mote of dust a very small beautiful thing, a little dot, a golden monad. It was very beautiful. It floated aimlessly towards her. She watched it. She reached up to try and grab it, and it disappeared. Then it floated lazily into view again. 
	And then... at some point it disappeared as if she had without realizing ceased to pay attention. And she recalled who she was and where she was, on the kitchen floor, and she simply got up, and went back into the other room, and laid down on the couch, and said she was in a strange mood. He understood. She said perhaps she hadn't eaten. She hadn't been eating well. I've been very wound up, she said. 
	He sat with her for a while, read a little from some Plutarch who was there, but she wasn't really listening, although she cherished his voice. She fell asleep. She had learned something. What did she learn?

	What is the oldest dream?
	Each day the space god Apollo returns to the stream where he first saw her, Daphne the young time nymph. A research vessel makes its way down a stream, a paper boat thrown into the water financed by time dug up by space workers. He takes samples of the water and the dredged up material is allowed to float in bottles. We must take our water in sips. Space is what is understood at once; time is what is experienced one after another. 
	The timespace interchange turns a single experience in time ninety degrees so that the experience becomes a spatial pattern all at once. Now the process may be viewed itself and not merely the result. 
	Time returns to her mother, wrapped in purple cloth that tumbles halfway to the floor; her mother holds her hand over her daughter's face and massages her temples with her middle two fingers. The mother priestess has dead eyes. One very beautiful sister looks sat and distant at another who stares intent at her own arm under cover of her hair. The third sister, naked, stands in front of them, holding a bundle of thick fabric between her knees, a tan fabric with a burnished look, and the fabric arcs up from behind her knees, and orbits her and flies up and over her shoulder, into the arms of her husband. Maybe she was, in fact, intent on her work. 
	I went to time who had gone to her mother and was turned away. 
	Then by association, I stopped coming over to you too, without even noticing.
	You can't say, Let it be better. When you realize what time has done to you, you are better. In another age, we would have flown together as birds, little rascals. 
	The spell that lets death come: I wanted to tell you before you go that I love you.

	Waking up happy rested after sleep and listening to the old songs and weeping happily the railroad unfurling in my mind. Sleep whose chase is rest. Wrapped around unfolded clothes. In the brilliant morning.

